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During the summer 1984 Marginal Ice Zone Experiment in the Fram Strait and Greenland Sea
(MIZEX '84), passiveand active microwavesensorson five aircraft and the Nimbus 7 scanningmultichannel microwave radiometer (SMMR) acquired synoptic sequential observationswhich when combined give a comprehensivesequentialdescription of the mesoscaleand large-scaleice morphology
variations during the period June 9 through July 16, 1984. The high-resolutionice concentrationdistributionsin theseimagesagreewell with the low-resolutionSMMR distributions.For diffuseice edgesthe
30% SMMR ice concentrationisoplethcorrespondsto the ice edge,while for compactconditionsthe ice
edge falls within the 40 to 50% SMMR isopleths.Throughout the experiment,ice edge meandersand
eddiesrepeatedlyformed, moved, and disappeared,but the ice edge remained within a 100-km-wide
zone. The ice pack behind this alternately diffuse and compact edge underwent rapid and pronounced
variations in ice concentration over a 200-km-wide zone. The aircraft microwave images show the
complexstructuresand ephemeralnature of the mesoscaleseaice morphology.The differencein oceanographicforcingbetweenthe easternand westernsectorsof the experimentarea generatedpronouncedice
morphologydifferences.On the Yermak Plateau, from 3øE to 10øE,the weak oceancirculationallowed
the wind to be the dominant force in determining the ice morphology. To the southwestof this region,
over the Molloy Deep and the Greenland continental shelf break, from 3øE to 8øW, the ice morphology
wasdominatedby the energeticEastGreenlandCurrentwith its associated
eddiesand meanders.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Marginal Ice Zone Experiment (MIZEX) field programs in the East Greenland Sea (MIZEX East) and Bering
Sea (MIZEX West) studied the air-sea ice-ocean interactions
occurring in these regions that strongly influence local and
hemisphericweather and climate [Johannessenet al., 1983]. A
key aspect of these MIZ studieshas been the use of satellite
and aircraft remote sensingto observethe morphology of the
MIZ and its temporal and spatial variations along with simulaneous meteorological and oceanographicobservations.Because MIZ locations are in the dark about half the year and
usually cloudy when not, the MIZEX plans put special emphasison passiveand activemicrowaveremote sensing.
The sole satellite microwave sensor operating during the
MIZEX experiments has been the scanning multichannel
microwave radiometer (SMMR) on Nimbus 7, and it has provided essential large-scale ice observations. Remote-sensing
aircraft

obtained

detailed

microwave

observations

of

the

Bering Sea Experiment (BESEX) in winter-spring 1974 [Kondratyev et al., 1975; Gloersenet al., 1982], in the southern
Beaufort Sea in winter 1975 [Campbell et al., 1976] and
winter-spring 1978 [Campbell et al., 1980], and in the east
Greenland Seaduring the Norwegian Remote SensingExperiment (NORSEX) in winter 1979 [NORSEX Group, 1983].
However, the MIZEX '84 remote sensingprogram differed
from theseprecedingexperimentsin one fundamentaland important aspect: the aircraft and satellite data were used in a
near-real time mode to direct investigatorsin ships and aircraft to rapidly evolving ice-ocean phenomena, especially
eddies.

The most comprehensiveMIZ aircraft program performed
to date took place during MIZEX '84 in the Fram Strait-east
Greenland Sea area during the period June 9 through July 16,
1984. Five microwave remote sensing aircraft performed
sequential mesoscalemapping with a variety of passive and
active microwave

sensors. The NASA

CV-990

airborne

lab-

MIZEX mesoscaleareas (,--100 km x 100 km) in which com- oratory had 19- and 92-GHz imagers,a 6-channelradiometer
prehensivedielectric, meteorological, and ocean observations operating at three wavelengthsfrom 0.8 to 1.7 cm with both
took place [Cavalieri et al., 1986; Shuchmanet al., 1987]. The horizontal and vertical polarizationsexceptwithout horizondesign of the MIZEX mesoscalemicrowave aircraft programs tal polarization for 1.4 cm, and a metric aerial camera. The
was based on instrumental and logistical techniquesused in Canadian Center of Remote Sensing(CCRS) CV-580 had the
earlier MIZ remote sensing studies: the joint U.S./USSR Environmental ResearchInstitute of Michigan (ERIM) digital
X and L band synthetic aperture radar (SAR). The Institut
G6ographique National B-17 used the digital X band sidelooking airborne radar (SLAR) of the Centre National
x U.S. GeologicalSurvey,Universityof Puget Sound, Tacoma, d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES). The U.S. Navy Naval Research
Washington.
Laboratory (NRL) P-3 flew a 90-GHz imager and other radi2 NASA GoddardSpaceFlight Center,Greenbelt,Maryland.
ometers,and the National Oceanographicand Atmospheric
3 NansenOceanand RemoteSensingCenter,Bergen,Norway.
'• Department of Meteorology,Naval PostgraduateSchool,MonAdministration(NOAA) P-3 had an X band SLAR and gust
terey, California.
probes.Theseaircraft flew joint and individual missionsover
5 CentreNational d'EtudesSpatiales,Toulouse,France.
the mesoscaleMIZEX array of ships, and all flights were
6 EnvironmentalResearchInstituteof Michigan,Ann Arbor.
made with simultaneousor near-simultaneous(within 1 day)
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radiometric
surface-based

measurements

from the Nimbus

7 SMMR

and

sensors.

The active and passivemicrowave data acquired by the
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Fig.2. Iceconcentrations
duringMIZEX '84derived
fromNimbus
7 SMMRradiances,
July4-16,1984.Boxes
indicate
thelocation
ofthemesoscale
microwave
observations
madefromeachremote
sensing
aircraft.
Theshaded
areas

indicatepartsof Svalbard(east)andGreenland
(west).

NASA CV-990, the Canadian CV-580, and the French B-17

region, and this information not only aided in the initial site
selection and buoy deployment of MIZEX '84 but also was
usedin directingthe microwaveaircraft flightsthrough the 38
its variations throughout a melt season.This summer MIZ
days of flight operations.During the experiment,the SMMR
had complexand ephemeralice structures,with pronouned was on for every even Julian day and imaged the entire sea ice
variations in ice concentration,floe size distribution, and ice cover betweenGreenlandand Svalbard(west Spitzbergen)exedgeshapeand position.This paperpresentsan analysisof tendingfrom the seaice edgeto 85øN.
the data acquired with these three aircraft and from the
Thesedata, processed
usingthe SMMR Team seaice algoSMMR to describethe varying large-scaleand mesoscaleice rithm [Cavalieri et al., 1984] includinga weatherfilter [Gloer-

provide a comprehensive
synopticsequentialdescriptionof
the mesoscale
seaice morphologyof the Fram Strait MIZ and

morphologyand then discusses
aspectsof the atmospheric sen and Cavalieri, 1986], yielded sea ice concentrationmaps
and oceanforcinginvolvedin determiningtheir temporaland coveringthe periodJune8 to July 16, 1984(Figures1 and 2).
spatial variations.
Multifrequency observations for cold ice give ice con2.

SMMR

SEA ICE DISTRIBUTIONS

centrations with accuraciesof 3-5% [Cavalieri et al., 1984;

Swift and Cavalieri, 1985; Svendsen
et al., 1983]. These 14

The Nimbus 7 SMMR provided near-real time ice observa- maps show the large-scaleice concentration distribution for
tions for an area much larger than the actual experiment everyday that one or more of the threeaircraftperformeda
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Fig. 3. Mesoscale
mapsof seaicemorphology
derivedfromradarobservations
madeby theERIM SARonboardthe
Canadian CV-580 and the CNES SLAR onboard the French B-17: (a) June 29 by the CV-580, (b) June 30 by the CV-580,

(c)June30 by the B-17,and(d)July5 by the CV-580.The iceconcentration
and medianfloesizefor the legendare as
follows:1,largeindividualfloes;2, ice-freeoceanandpolynyas;3, concentration
of < 20%; 4, concentration
of 20 to 45%,
medianfloe sizeof 125m; 5, concentration
of 45 to 70%, medianfloe sizeof 1 km; 6, concentration
of 70 to 90%, median
floe sizeof 100 m; 7, concentrationof 80 to 100%, median floe sizeof 1 km.

mapping mission.The area mapped during each flight is

The SMMR ice concentrationsmaps (Figures 1 and 2) give

shown in each SMMR ice concentrationmap, with the name
of each aircraft. Of the 18 mesoscalemaps acquired by the
aircraft,six were acquiredon odd days(June9 and 29; July 5,
7, 9, and 11). In this case the area mapped is shown in the
SMMR map for the precedingor followingday with the observationdate in parentheses
underthe aircraft name.

both the ice extent and the ice concentration, with con-

centrationisoplethsfor 20, 30, 50, 70, and 90%. These contours were drawn from the direct output of the SMMR ice
algorithm which producesgrid print maps on 4% ice concentration intervals,a techniquealso usedto analyze SMMR
data of the same area acquired during summer 1983 [Gloersen
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Fig.4. Mesoscale
mapsofseaicemorphology
derived
fromradarobservations
madebytheERIM SARonboard
the

Canadian
CV-580
andtheCNESSLARonboard
theFrench
B-17:(a)July6 bytheB-17,
(b)July6 bytheCV-580,
(c)July
7 bytheCV-580,
and(d)July9 bytheCV-580.
Theiceconcentration
andmedian
floesizeforthelegend
areasfollows:
1,

largeindividual
floes;2, ice-free
ocean
andpolynyas;
3,concentration
of <20%;4, concentration
of 20to 45%,median
floesizeof 125m;5,concentration
of45to 70%,median
floesizeof 1 km;6,concentration
of70to 90%,median
floesize
of 100m; 7, concentration
of 80 to 100%,medianfloesizeof 1 km.

and Campbell,1984]. In thesemaps,many areashave nearly pleth coincidesbest with the actual ice edge position deterisomined by high-resolutionimagesobtainedby aircraft and obpleths;thissituationoccursfrequentlywith compacticeedges. servations
from ships.This question,of course,hasnothingto
A key questionaskedby those unfamiliarwith interpreting do with ice algorithm accuracy,but rather is concernedwith
SMMR ice concentrationmaps is what ice concentrationiso- the convolutionof the large SMMR footprint with the small
coincident or coincident 20 and 30% ice concentration
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Fig. 5. Mesoscalemaps of sea ice morphology derived from radar observationsmade by the CNES SLAR onboard
the French B-17: (a) July 11, (b) July 14, and (c) July 16. The ice concentration and median floe size for the legend are as
follows: 1, large individual floes; 2, ice free-oceanand polynyas; 3, concentrationof <20%; 4, concentrationof 20 to 45%,
median floe size of 125 m; 5, concentration of 45 to 70 percent,median floe size of 1 km; 6, concentrationof 70 to 90%,
median floe size of 100 m; 7, concentration of 80 to 100%, median floe size of 1 km.

scale of the ice edge as determinedby the aircraft and surface
observations.

microwave imager (electricallyscanningmicrowave radiometer, or ESMR) is approximately0.5 km and that of the ERIM

The spatial resolution of the SMMR is approximately 30 and CNES radars is about 10 m. The SMMR observations,
km [Cavalieri et al, 1984], while that of the aircraft passive which give ice concentrationsaveragedover a footprint, make
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Plate 1. Mesoscalemicrowave radiometric maps made from data obtained with the electrically scanningmicrowave
radiometer (ESMR) on board the NASA CV-990 airborne laboratory for June 9 and 30, 1984. (The color version and a
completedescriptionof this figure can be found in the separatecolor sectionin this issue.)

the ice edge appear more diffusethan it actually is. A further

ures 1, 2, 7, and 8 and the SMMR transect data shown in
Figures 9 and 10 give concentration gradients near the ice
edge that are considerablyless than the observed.Also, the

high-resolutionaircraft observationsand ship observationsacquired during NORSEX [Svendsenet al., 1983] showed that in
the Greenland Sea for the fall-winter period the actual ice
edge position correlated best with the 50% SMMR ice concentration isopleth. These results used the NORSEX algorithm [Svendsen et al., 1983] which yields sea ice concentration determination accuraciesin the same range as does
the SMMR Team algorithm [Cavalieri et al., 1984]. During
MIZEX '84, a summer experiment,both compact and diffuse
ice edgeswere observedby high-resolutionaircraft microwave
sensors,shown in Figures 3-5 and Plates 1 and 2. (Plates 1

actual ice edge lies not along the 20% SMMR isopleth but
somewhere along a higher concentration isopleth. The
questionis, which isopleth?
A comparison of SMMR-derived ice concentrationswith

can be found in the separatecolor sectionin this issue.)These
ice edgepositionsand onesobtained visuallyfrom the aircraft
indicate that for diffuse ice edgesthe 30% SMMR isopleth

lo

lo

spreadingresultsfrom the griddingof the data onto • by •

maps.For example,considera consolidatedice pack in which
• 100% concentration ice extends close to the edge, say, to
within severalkilometers.in this casethe SMMR map would
show an apparently diffuse edge with an ice concentration
going from 0 to -• 100% over a distanceof at least 30 km.
Therefore the SMMR ice concentration maps shown in Fig-

and 2 are shown here in black and white. The color versions
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Plate 2. Mesoscale microwave radiometric maps made from data obtained with the ESMR on board the NASA
CV-990 airbornelaboratory for June 12, 18, 22, 24, and 26, 1984. (The color versionand a completedescriptionof this
figure can be found in the separatecolor sectionin this issue.)

closely approximates the observed edge positions, whereas maps; the size and minimum ice concentrationof this polynya
compact ice edge positions correlate best within the 40-50%
varied greatly, especially during July. Because the SMMR
SMMR isopleths.This finding is discussedin detail later in footprint is the same size as the typical ice-oceaneddies obthis paper.
served in the Fram Strait region [NORSEX Group, 1983;
The problem of the limited SMMR spatial resolution and Shuchrnanet al., 1987; Johannessenet al., this issue], these
large ice concentration gradients also applies within the ice eddies are not resolvable in the SMMR maps. However,
pack. None of the polynyas which appear in the high- throughout MIZEX '84, meanders several footprints in size
resolution aircraft mesoscale maps (Figures 3-5 and Plates appear, disappear, and then reappear. Some of these mean1-2) appear in the SMMR maps becausethey are of a size not ders, such as the one on June 26 at 79ø30'N and 3øE, will be
resolvableby SMMR. However, the occurrenceof many poly- shown to have been associated with eddies.
nyas within a SMMR footprint will reduce the SMMR ice
The picture of the behavior of this summer MIZ that
concentration of that SMMR pixel. The only polynya that emergesfrom the SMMR maps is one of a long (,-• 800 km) ice
appearsin the SMMR maps is the very large one off northeast edge upon which meanders repeatedly formed, moved, and
Greenland.
disappeared, with all of this activity taking place in a 50- to
The SMMR ice concentration maps amply illustrate the 100-km-wide band. Behind this edge the ice pack rapidly and
fact that the sea ice cover of the east Greenland Sea underfrequently compacted and expanded throughout a 200-kmwent pronounced rapid large-scale and mesoscalevariations. wide zone.
These variations occurred not only in the MIZ but also over
3.
MESOSCALE ICE MORPHOLOGY BY
the entire inner ice pack. For example, from July 10 to 16 the
PASSIVE MICROWAVE
entire north-central sector changed from >90% ice concentration
to between 70% and 90%. The reduced ice conDuring the period June 9-30, the NASA CV-990 airborne
centrations associatedwith a well-known polynya that occurs laboratory mapped the MIZEX '84 experiment area seven
each summer off northeast Greenland appear in all SMMR
times. A list of the aircraft instrumentation is given in Table 1,
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TABLE

1.

NASA

Passive

CV-990

Instrumentation

H

2.8

1/20

H/V

6

1/7

about 225-235 K, typical of multiyear ice below the freezing
point at this time of the year. Thus the 100% concentration
mark is set at this value, and all radiances above 235 K are
also interpreted as 100% ice cover, becauseradiances of fully
compact mixtures of first-year and multiyear ice can range
from about 225 to 270 K. The open water point of 125-135 K
is used for the 0% ice concentration point on both scales.The
10 K steps on the two ESMR color scaleswere chosen to be
consistent with the rms noise of the instrument (about 6 K).

V

6

1/7

less than

H/V

6

1/7

...

6

.-.

mixed

2

1/30

View

Microwave

Frequency,
GHz

Instrument

19.35

Electrically
scanned

Angle,
deg

Polarization

50 L to

Beam

Reso-

Width,
deg

lution,
altitude

50 R

microwave
radiometer

Aircraft
multichannel

18.0

microwave

21.0

radiometer
37.0
Aircraft

21.0

37.0

uplooker

Advanced

92.0

microwave

45 (right of
nadir)
45 (right of
nadir)
45 (right of
nadir)
22 (right of

The

zenith

22 (right of
zenith)
45 L to
45 R

moisture
Instrument

Radar

Infrared

altimeter

radiometer

Cartographic camera

Description

13.7-GHz Rutherford Appelton
PRT-5 10.7-#m nadir viewing
(1) KS-87B 5-inch format nadir viewing
(2) KS-87B 5-inch format 45ø right of
nadir viewing

and the electricallyscanningmicrowave radiometer, operating
at a frequency of 19.35 GHz (1.55 cm), produced the images
shown in Plates 1 and 2. All seven mapping missionswere
flown at about 9550 m, which gives a resolution of about 0.5
km. Each image is presentedwith a color scale(to the right of
the image) that relates the microwave radiances to the ice
concentration. Note that the scalesvary, becauseduring the
observationalperiod the ice surfacewent through alternating
freeze-thawperiods, and the microwave emissivitiesof sea ice
respondedaccordingly.Therefore, different radiance-ice concentration relationshipsapply depending on the wet or dry
surfaceconditions at the time of each flight. Since the ESMR
scanscross-trackand takes data at varying incidenceangles,
the calibration of each beam position yields approximately
nadir values of the radiances,to avoid limb darkening in the
images. The calibration consistedof a two-point linear calibration of each beam position, using model values for the
radiancesof consolidatedseaice near the melt point and calm
open water with clear skies.The data taken at the ends of the
flight lines, during aircraft turns, must be ignored becausethe
view angle of the ESMR was canted 30ø-40ø left or right of
nadir.

The

two

different

concentration

6813

scales in Plates

1 and 2

correspond to (1) the situation where the ice is at the melting
point over the entire MIZEX '84 area and (2) that where the
ice surfacetemperaturesare completelyor partially below the
freezing point. The melt (wet) ice case is the most straightforward for deducing ice concentrations, since both first-year
and multiyear ice have about the same microwave signature
(• 270 K), at the melt point. Thus 100% ice concentration is
set at this value for June 22 and 24, when the MIZEX '84 area
was cloud-covered and the entire ice surface wet. On June 9,

12, 18, 26, and 30, for the frozen or partially frozen case,there
are areas with fully consolidated ice where the radiance is

value

of the bottom

the minimum

of the scales was chosen

radiances

observed

over

to be 10 K

the oceans.

The top value of the scaleswas chosen to be 10 K more than
the maximum

radiances

observed

over the sea ice.

The ice concentration scalefor the melt (wet) casesis shown
in Plate 2 to the right of the July 22 and 24 images, which
were days on which all the ice was wet. The scale for frozen
(dry) casesis shown in Plate 1 to the right of the June 9 and
30 images, which were days on which all the ice was frozen
(dry). The situation for June 12, 18, and 26 is more complex
than the above becauseon these days the mesoscaleareas had
both clear and cloudy regions,with low-level stratus and stratocumulus, and therefore wet and dry surfaceconditions. Thus
on thesedays both the ice concentration scalesshown in Plate
2 apply. On June 12 a stratocumuluslayer covered the area in
the center of the image, and the surface of the ice under it
melted, which accounts for the center band • 270 K radiances

in this imge. On June 18, stratocumulus clouds covered the
area north of 81.5øN latitude, again causingmelt and • 270 K
radiances, while the area to the south was cloud-free with a
dry ice surface.On June 28, a stratus layer covered the area
north of 80.5øN latitude, where once again the high radiances
of wet ice appear in the mesoscaleimage.
Gloersenet al. [1974] and Zwally and Gloersen[1977] estimated that the accurcyof ice concentrationfrom ESMR radianceswithout a priori knowledge of surfacetemperatures,ice
types, and atmospheric conditions is + 15%. With such
knowledge,the end points of the linear interpolation are more
precise,and thereforethe accuracyof the concentrationdetermination is set by the radiance interval usedin the color scale.
In the present case, such a priori knowledge was available
from numerous observationsfrom ships and helicopters.This
means that the accuracyfor estimatesusing the scale for dry

conditionsis about 10%, correspondingto the 10 color steps
between the end points of the dry ice scale,while that for wet
conditionsis about 6%, correspondingto the 16 color steps
betweenthe end points of the wet ice scale.
The ice concentration distributions given in the passive
microwave maps (Plates 1 and 2) and those given in the
SMMR maps (Figures 1 and 2) closelyagree. Figure 9, which
will be discussedlater, shows temporal variation of the 50%
SMMR ice concentrationisopleth along 6øE and the ice edge
location from aircraft observations.The aircraft ice edge is
consistently10 to 20 km north of the SMMR edge,well within
the scaleof the SMMR footprint (30 km).
Two aspectsof the mesoscaleMIZ morphology are unambiguouslyrevealedin thesemosaics,the distribution of polynyas and the complex ice structuresnear the ice edge, especially those associatedwith ice-oceaneddies (Plates 1 and
2). Many large floes are clearly resolvedin each image where
they were surrounded by zones of reduced ice concentration
and/or differing ice type. For example, note the large (• 15
km) floe centered at 81ø10'N, 8ø50'E in the June 12 ESMR
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Fig. 6. Mesoscalephotomosaicobtainedwith a KS-87 metric cameraon board the NASA CV-990 airbornelaboratory
on June 30, 1984.

image(Plate 2) whichhasa signatureof ,,-265 K whilethe ice
around it has a signatureof ,,-225 K.
4.

MESOSCALE ICE MORPHOLOGY

BY

ACXIVE MICROWAVE

The high-resolutioncapabilityof radar makesit the ideal
sensorto observesea ice morphologyand motion under all
meteorologicaland lighting conditions.Radar observations
can accuratelydeterminefloe sizedistributions,and repetitive
mappingof a givenareacan be usedto obtainthe detailedice
kinematic and deformation fields needed for ice forecasting

and model studies.Thereforerepetitiveradar observationsof
the MIZEX '84 area were a key part of the remote sensing
program,and 11 mesoscale
mapsderivedfrom radar observationswere obtainedduring the periodJune29, to July 16 with
the ERIM digital X and L band SAR flown on the CCRS
CV-580 and the CNES VARAN-S digital X band SLAR (Figures 3, 4, and 5).
An important aspect of the remote sensing program in
MIZEX

has been to discover if sea ice concentration

can accu-

rately be measuredwith radar. The dynamic range and resolu-

tionsof radarsusedin earliermesoscale
mappingexperiments
in the Beaufort Sea during the Arctic Joint Dynamics Experiment (AIDJEX) in 1975-1976 [Campbell et al., 1978; Leberl et
al., 1979] and the Bering Sea Experiment in 1974 [Ramseieret
al., 1982] were insufficient to permit ice concentration estimates. The improved radars used in MIZEX '84 permit such
estimates [Burns et al., 1986].

The ensemble of aircraft data obtained on June 30 over the

same MIZ area providesan excellentbaseto comparethe ice
concentration estimates derived from passive and active
imageswith metric cameraphotography.This was the key day
of the remote sensingprogram, with the CV-990, CV-580, and
B-17 aircraft flying on this cloud-free day at the same time
over the same area of the MIZ containing mesoscaleice-ocean
eddies.The map for June 30 in Figure 1 showsthe mesoscale
areas flown by each aircraft. The ESMR image (Plate 1) and
photomosaic (Figure 6) obtained by the CV-990 overlaps
100% of the B-17 SLAR image (Figure 3c) and 75% of the
CV-580 SAR image (Figure 3b).
Experience gained during AIDJEX [Campbell et al., 1978;
Gloersenet al., 1978] showsthat great care must be taken in
comparingactive and passivemicrowaveimagesand photographsof seaice.The problemis that new ice (nilas,pancakes)
which forms in leadsand polynyashas a radiometric signature
quite distinct from that of open water in the 19- to 37-GHz
passivemicrowaverange, while in radar images and nadirpointing photographsa distinction between open water and
new ice forms is frequently impossible.Therefore during the
June 30 aircraft overflights,emphasiswas placed on lead and
polynya observations.Of the three aircraft, the B-17 flew at
the lowest altitude (2400 m), and during each of the six parallel flight lines, oblique visual and photographicobservations
were made in the direction of the sun. The sharp glint from
ice-freeleads,usuallycoveredwith capillary and small gravity
waves, is quite distinct from the flat glare of those with new
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Plate 3. (left)Visibleand (right)infraredNOAA AVHRR imagesof the Fram Strait-GreenlandSearegionon July 4,
1984.Numbersindicatethe locationof two ice-oceaneddies(1 and 2) and threeoceaneddies(3, 4, and 5) that appearin
bothimages.(The colorversionof thisfigurecanbe foundin the separatecolorsectionin thisissue.)

ice, which effectivelydamps out these waves. These observations confirmedthat all of the leads and polynyas within the
ice pack area covered by the B-17 mosaic were ice-free.Therefore an unambiguous comparison of the ice concentrations
deducedfrom simultaneousactiveand passivemicrowaveand
photographicobservationsmade on this day is possible.
Shuchmanet al. [1987] developeda radar-ice concentration
algorithm using coincident ERIM SAR data and mappingquality aerial photographsacquired during MIZEX East '83.
Burns et al. [1986] have used an ensemble of aircraft remote
sensingdata from MIZEX East '83 and MIZEX '84 to develop algorithms to deduce ice concentration, floe size distribution, and ice kinematics from SAR observations. The accu-

racy of this ERIM technique as applied to the MIZEX

'84

data was determined by Burns et al. [this issue], who used it

to compare simultaneousSAR and mapping-quality aerial
photographsobtained on June 30 by the CV-580, ESMR data
acquired by the CV-990, and 90-GHz image data from the
NRL P-3. These studiesshow that highly accurateestimatesof
ice concentration
summetime

and

conditions

floe size can be derived
from

SAR

and SLAR

under

these

sea ice observa-

SLARdatawereprocessed
at ERIM usingthistechnique
to
yield the 11 mesoscaleice morphology maps given in Figures
3, 4, and 5. The ditigal SLAR images used to make these
mesoscalemaps are shown by Lannelongueet al. [1985]. The
digital SAR imagesfor July 5, 7, and 9 are shown by Johannessen et al. [this issue].The CV-580 imagesfor June 29, 30, and
July 6 are as yet unpublished.These estimatesof accuracyare
not necessarily valid in the winter, when thin ice rather than
open water is frequentlypresentbetweenthe larger floes.
These mesoscalemaps of the summer MIZ derived from
radar images give a high-resolution view of the distribution
and variation of the key aspectsof ice morphology (ice concentration, ice edge structuresand positions,and floe size distribution) throughout the latter half of MIZEX '84. Of all the
complex ice features revealed in these 11 maps, obtained
within the westernsector(3øE to 8øW longitude)of the experiment over the Molloy Deep and the Greenland continental
shelf break, the most salient are those associated with eddies.

Indeed, 10 of the maps clearly show the ice plumes,bands, and
streamers

of ice-ocean

eddies.

A comparisonof the ice concentration distributions given in
tions, with the radar ice concentrations agreeing with those thesemesoscale
mapswith thosegivenin the SMMR maps
from aerial photography to within 5% for concentrations (Figures 1 and 2) shows that they agree closely. On June 30
ranging from 30% to 80% and floe size measurementsagree- the mesoscalemap (Plate 1) revealed a high concentration
ing to within 10% on average. All of the MIZEX '84 SAR and gradient extending from a compact ice edge into the main
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pack (50%/50 km). The SMMR map for June 28 also showsa
high concentrationgradient of 50%/50 km in the area of the
radar map.
A very different ice morphology occurredjust south of this
area on June 30 and was observed by all three aircraft. The
SMMR map (Figure 1) showsthe overlap of the aircraft maps
(Figure 3) and that they were made over an area of low ice
concentrations(30-50%). All three maps show many large
polynyasin a pack with many large floes,as if a compactpack
had rapidly diverged.The radar ice concentrationgradients
averagedover SMMR footprint (30 km) scalescompare well
with the SMMR ones. Note that in the overlappingpassive
(ESMR) and active (SAR, SLAR) microwave maps there is a
--•10% agreement between ice concentration estimates in the
areas of high and low concentration, and in areas of intermediate concentrationsthe agreementis of the order of 20%.
The CV-990 (Plate 1) and B-17 (Figure 3c) images clearly
show the complexstructureof a long (--•70 km) plume of ice
associated with an eddy located at 79ø15'N, 2ø30'E in the
vicinity of the Molloy Deep [Johannessen
et al., this issue].
In the mesoscalemap of July 5 (Figure 3d), ice-oceaneddy
plume structuresof low concentration(-,•20%) were adjacent
to the main ice pack with many large floes and an ice concentration of 80-90%, which agrees with the SMMR concentrations in that area on July 6. The eddy shown in the
center of the July 5 image also appearsin the advancedvery
high resolutionradiometer (AVHRR) imagesof July 4 (Plate
3) and is labeled "1". (Plate 3 is shown here in black and
white. The color version can be found in the separatecolor
section in this issue.)Just north of this area on the following
day a similar morphology existed (Figure 4a), but the ice
plume and band zone associatedwith eddies was much wider
(--• 80 km). The radar map of July 7 (Figure 4c), obtained in
essentiallythe samearea as that of July 5, showsa very different MIZ structure than that of 2 days earlier. The MIZ
became compact, and the main pack with high ice concentrations(80-90%) was close to the edge. Long bands of
compact ice with high concentrationsof 80-90% made up of
small floes (8-500 m) appeared along the ice edge, and the
zone of low-concentration ice between the edge and main
pack was narrow (,-• 10 km). This high ice concentrationgradient agreeswell with the SMMR for July 8.
By July 9 (Figure 4d) in the area just north of the July 7
mesoscalemap area, the ice edge became more diffuse, with
low-concentrationbands and streamersextending --•50 km
from the main pack. From this date until the last microwave
mapping missionof July 16, a pronouncedchangetook place
from the earlier mesoscaleand large-scale morphologies,
which is clearly shown in the SMMR maps for July 10, 14,
and 16 (Figure 2) and B- 17 SLAR maps for July 11, 14, and 16
(Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c). These data show that at the end of
MIZEX '84 the ice in the MIZ and the interior pack rapidly
opened up and/or melted. The mesoscalemaps show large
areas of diffuse ice associatedwith eddies and only small
amounts of high-concentration ice. The SMMR maps show
very low concentration gradients in the MIZEX area with
rapidly decreasingconcentrationsin the interior pack adjacent
to it, which becameas low as 50% on July 16.
Section 6 will discuss the ocean current and wind forces that

createdthesecomplexand rapidly changingice morphologies.

5.
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WIND

STRESS

The observed MIZ ice morphology results from the combined effectsof atmosphericand oceanographicforcing,and of
thesetwo, daily synopticinformation is available only for the
atmosphericforcing.Figures 7 and 8 give the wind stressfields
for the day on which each aircraft microwave map was obtained. The wind stressmaps were made using direct stress
measurementsfrom the various ships,when available, or computed wind stressfrom wind observations,and finally, where
there were no observations,the large-scalepressure maps
[Lindsay, 1985].
The direct wind stress measurements

were made from bow

masts on the Polar Queenand Halcon Mosby and were made
using the dissipation method of Shacher et al. [1981]. Also,
profile and eddy correlation measurementsfrom towers on ice
floes adjacent to the Polar Queenyielded stressvalues.When
direct stess measurements were unavailable, the bulk method

estimated the stressusing the drag coefficientand the 10-m
wind. Wind measurements, when available, from Polarstern,
Kvitbjorn, Valdivia, and Lynch gave additional stress information usingthe bulk technique.
The value of the drag coefficientCa over areaswith seaice
was determined from the SMMR ice concentration maps
using the techniqueof Guestand Davidson[this issue], which
relatesCa to ice morphology.In open oceanregions,the value

of Ca during neutral stabilitywas set to 2.0 x 10-3, which
was the average obtained from the Hakon Mosby stress
measurements.
During unstableconditions,Ca was adjusted
for stability usingthe method of Large and Pond [ 1981].
Where no stressor wind observation existed, the stresswas
calculatedfrom the gradient wind. These calculationsusedthe
surfaceweathermaps preparedby the National Meteorological Center contained in the work of Lindsay [1985]. Maps
prepared specially for the MIZEX region using all available
data, includingsatelliteinformation (Picard, unpublisheddata,
1984), were used during the peridos June 18-24 and July 4-6.
The ratio of the friction velocity, from ship surfacemeasure-

ments,and the gradientwind, u,/G, as well as the turning
angle •z betweenG and U•0, were calculatedat the ship locations. The magnitude and direction of the wind stresswas
then determinedat locations away from the ships using the

u,/G and • relationships
from the nearestship.If the stability
or surface roughnesschanged significantly away from the

ships,then u,/G and • werealteredaccordingto the model
results from Overland [1985] over ice regions or from Brown
and Liu [1982] for the open ocean. The gradient wind speed
was the dominant factor affectingwind stress,while stability
and roughnesseffectswere of secondaryimportance.
The wind stressfields, Figures 7 and 8, used the vectoraveraged wind stressin the period 0000 to 1200 UT on the
day of the aircraft flights.Thesewind stressmapsshowlargescale (> 20 km) wind stressand do not reflect local variations
in wind stresscaused by the mesoscaleice variations as observedwith ESMR, SAR, or SLAR. The termslight, moderate,

or strongwinds refer to wind speedsof <5 m s-•, 5-10 m
s-•, and > 10 m s-2, respectively.
The vectorsindicatethe
direction and magnitude of the wind stressat the base of the
vector. If this value was from a directly measuredsurfacewind
from a ship,it is indicatedby a crossat the vector base.
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the ice pack. The wind-driven ice transport is seldom purely
on or off ice, it usually contains a strong component along the
ice edge, and $huchman et al. [1987] show from buoy drifts
that strong shear occurs in the MIZ during strong winds. In
addition, ice transport normal to the ice edge also tends to
smooth large-scale features. On-ice transport compacts the ice
and produces internal ice stressesthat tend to smooth these
large scale protrusions. The off-ice component combines with
rapid melting as the ice drifts acrossthe polar front into warm
North Atlantic water to limit the seaward ice drift, and the ice

extent will be influenced by the large-scale upper ocean temperature distribution. Measurementsby Josberger[this issue]
show that in the MIZ the heat transfer from the upper ocean

to the ice can melt 2-m-thickice in lessthan 2 days.Hencethe
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Fig. 9. SMMR ice concentrationsand surface wind stressalong
the transect in the eastern sector during MIZEX '84. The geographic
position of this transect is shown in Figure 1. Diamonds show the
positionsof the 50% ice concentrationsalong the transect as given in
the mesoscalemicrowave images.

warm ocean acts as a barrier that restricts southerly ice transport, and the ice edge position will indicate the ocean thermal
structure in this situation. This occurred on June 24 and 26,

two days with moderateprotuberances,during a wind regime
that would produce more off-ice transport than transport
along the edge.
Several examples of the transformation between the two
configurationscan be seenin Figures 7 and 8. On June 9, two

large protuberancesdominatedthe large-scaleMIZ morphology. The moderate to strong winds during June 9 to 11 yielded
the smooth edge of July 12. During June 18 to 22, light
The sequential synoptic microwave observations shown in
winds
or no wind occurred,and by June 22 the two large
Figures 1-5 and Plates 1-2 show the general ice conditions
that occurred during MIZEX '84 as well as the rapid response protuberancesreappeared.During June 23 and 24, strong
on-ice winds over the Fram Strait region smoothedthe proof the ice morphology to variations in ocean current and wind
forces.The SMMR observationsgive the large,scaleice con- tuberanceassociatedwith the Molloy Deep. Strong southerly
ditions,while the aircraft observationsgive the detailedmeso- winds parallel to the ice edge on June 26 produceda nearly
scale conditions as the experiment area moved from east to straightedgewith only a small protuberancenear the Molloy
Deep, which expandedduring the light and variable winds of
westat approximately8 km d- •, or with the meanicedrift.
June
28 and 29. The strong off-ice winds of July 7 to 9, the
The combination of the SMMR maps and the surfacewind
strongest
during the experiment,resultedin a very smooth ice
stressfields for the entire region (Figures 7 and 8) shows the
6.

ICE MORPHOLOGY

AND OCEAN

AFFECTED BY WIND

STRESS

CIRCULATION

variations of the large-scale ice morphology in response to edge.
The completemesoscaleand large-scaledata ensemble,Figchangingmeteorologicalconditions,which are now discussed
ures
1-8 and Plates 1-3, for the MIZ area coveredduring the
before a similar discussionof the mesoscalemorphology variexperiment,
10øE to 8øW, showsthat the ice respondsto difations. In general,the ice edge and the pack close to it, the
ferent forcing in the eastern and western sectors.The eastern
regionbetween
the30%andthe70%iceconcentration
lines,
sector,from 10øEto 3øE,is over a bathymetric plain called the
have undulations whose amplitudes vary depending on the
Yermak Plateau. The western sector, from 3øE to 8øW, instrength of the wind. After periods of low wind stress, <0.05

N m-a, largeundulationsform with two dominantprotuberances that result from the mean oceanographic conditions.
One repeatedly forms at approximately 77øN, 2øW as a result
of the East Greenland Current that transports ice eastward as

it follows the curving shelfbreak in this region. Another one

repeatedlyformsat approximately79.2øN,2øE,in the vicinity
of the Molloy Deep, a region of eddy generation and activity
EJohannessen
et al., this issue].Theseprotuberancesdisappear
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and are replaced by a smooth ice edge with only smallamplitude undulations immediately after large-scale strong

wind stressevents, >0.15 N m -a, that overwhelmthe mesoscale oceanographic forcing. Figures 7 and 8 give the wind
stress fields only for the aircraft radar observation days and
have gaps of up to 4 days between observations. Lindsay
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E1985] and Figures 9 and 10 give the daily sequentialwind
conditions.These data show that the relatively straight edge of
July 5 resulted from the moderate winds that occurred during
July 2 to 4.
These observations show that regardlessof the wind direction, strong winds tend to smooth the large-scale and MIZ
morphology, primarily as a result of wind generated shear in
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Fig. 10. SMMR ice concentrationsand surfacewind stressalong
the transectin the westernsectorduring MIZEX '84. The geographic
position of this transectis shownin Figure 1.
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cludes the Molloy Deep and the Greenland continental shelf
break. In the eastern sector the ice edge zone generally was
aligned east to west for the entire experiment, and the ice
concentration gradients remained moderate to high, 70%/80
km to 70%/150 km. However, in the western sector the ice
edge zone undulates widely and repeatedly, and the ice concentration gradients fluctuate from low (50%/150 km) to high.
To discussthe ocean and wind forcing in the eastern and
western sectors in relation to both the large-scale and mesoscale variations in morphology, we have constructed a time
series of SMMR ice concentration isopleth positions along
transects in each region and the wind stressfor the center of
each region, Figures 9 and 10. These transectsare perpendicular to the averge ice edge and extend from the open ocean into
the ice pack for about 200 km, and they are shown in the
SMMR map of June 8 (Figure 1) labeled "E" for the eastern
sector and "W" for the western sector.The ordinate in Figures
9 and 10 gives the distance from the arbitrary seaward end of
each transect, which for the eastern transect is 79øN, 6øE and
for the western transect is 78.5øN, 2.5øE. These figures include
data from all of the SMMR observations,not only those from

The following describesthe effects of these events on the ice
conditions, referring first to the SMMR data and then the
mesoscaleaircraft data. The following discussionalso usesthe
term "ice concentrationgradient," which is the percentchange
in ice concentration divided by the distance over which the
change occurs. Hence a compact ice pack will have a concentration gradient greater than that of a diffuseice pack.
From June 9 to 12, the wind stresstime seriesin Figure 9
shows that strong to moderate off-ice winds occurred. These
winds generatedseawardmotion of the high-concentrationice
as shown by the 50-km southward progressionof the 90%
SMMR ice concentration isopleth and the 50-km decreasein

observationsshow that, for diffuse ice edges,the 30% SMMR
concentration isopleth best correlates with the ice edge position, while for compactice edges,the ice edgefalls betweenthe
40 and 50% SMMR ice concentratin isopleths.

shift northward --,15 km. The strong decreasein ice concentrationthroughoutthe easternsectorafter July 14 results
from low winds and the regional ice melt which reachesits

the distance between the 90 and 50% ice concentration

iso-

pleths. However, the ice edge advanced southward only 20
km; the advance was limited by rapid melting as the ice entered warm water. The mesoscalemaps (Plates 1 and 2) show
that on June 9 a very diffuse ice edge existed with a
---40-km-wide zone of ice bands and plumes that had ice concentrations ranging from 10 to 30%. Within the main pack
there were many polynyas 5 to 20 km in length with microwave signaturesthat indicate --,50% ice concentrations.Three
the 15 maps shown in Figures 7 and 8. The daily wind stress days later, on June 12, the width of the diffuse ice edge had
vectors shown are for the center of each transect, which for the
increasedto -,,60 km, with many polynyasin the main pack.
eastern sector is at 80.5øN, 6øE and for the western sector is at
This morphology resultedfrom the off-ice winds that occurred
79øN, 0øE. The wind stress vectors in Figure 10 have been during this 2-day period, some of the strongestwinds of the
rotated to show the stressrelative to the section line; that is, a
experiment.BetweenJune 13 and 18 the windswere light and
vertical vector is parallel to the section line and a horizontal
variable, with little effect on the ice morphology,and the ice
vector is normal to the section line.
edge continued to be diffuse.
During the period June 20 to 27, compact conditions reBefore proceeding with the discussionof the morphology
variations in these two sectors,we next discussthe accuracy of placed the diffuse conditions of June 8 to 20 as a result of
the ice edge determinations by SMMR. The simultaneousair- changing wind conditions. As Figure 9 shows, a moderate
craft and SMMR observations provide unique data to make wind blew towards the southwest on June 20 and diminished
this comparison. All but the final passivemicrowave imaging to almost no wind on June 22. The SMMR ice concentration
took place in the easternsector,while all of the radar imaging gradient increasedwhen compared with the previous20 days.
took place in the western sector. The six passive microwave The mesoscalemap (Plate 2) shows no polynyas and a comimages obtained in the eastern sector show ice edgesextending pact ice edge region. During June 23 to 27 the passageof a
generally east-west, with those of June 9, 12, and 18 having cyclonesouth of this sector generatedthe strong on-ice winds.
diffuse edge zones and those of June 22, 24, and 26 having The SMMR ice concentration gradients increasedto 60%/75
compact edge zones. The 11 radar images, with the exception km. The mesoscalemaps for June 24 and 26 (Plate 2) show
of that of July 7, show very diffuse and irregular ice edges.In
compact ice packs, with ice concentrations of > 90% and no
addition to the microwave observations from each aircraft,
polynas. The edge zone was compact and nearly linear. The
visual observations were made when possible. The ice edge portions of these two images that cover areas west of 3øE will
position was observed during all B-17 and CV-990 flights, be discussed in the western sector section.
even though low cloud cover was present most of the time.
During July 6 through 10, an intensecyclonethat moved
The great albedo difference between ice and water and the northward to the east of Svalbard generatedthe strongest
thin low-level stratus and stratocumulus layers made it possi- off-icewindsexperiencedin the easternsectorduring the exble to visually map the ice edge position, including large periment.As Figure 9 shows,thesewinds causeda rapid deplumes and bands. For compact ice edgesthe edge positions crease of the SMMR ice concentrationgradients and adare readily determined, but for difuse edges,determining the vancedthe ice edgesouthwardby 35 km. The ice divergence,
edge positions involves subjective criteria. In this study we in the absenceof strongoceancurrents,resultsfrom greater
take the seaward limit of large bands and plumes, such as aerodynamicroughnessin the edgeregion than in the interior.
thoseshownin the radar imagesof June 29 and 30 and July 5, Guestand Davidson[this issue]show that the bulk drag coef6, 9, 11, 14, and 16, for the ice edge position. The 18 ice edge ficient is 40-100% greaternear the ice edgethan deepwithin
positionsobtained from the aircraft radar, ESMR, and visual the pack. The on-ice winds of July 10-11 causedthe MIZ to

The Eastern

Sector

In the eastern sector, two strong off-ice and on-ice wind
eventsoccurredduring the experiment,as shown in Figure 9.

peak at this time.

The above describesa MIZ whose internal morphology
rapidly respondsto the wind, and the fact that little changeis
observedduring light wind conditionsimpliesweak oceanographic forcing. Observationsby Johannessenet al. [this
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issue]and Manley et al. [1987] found oceancurrentsof ap- extended southward into the open sea toward the Molloy
proximately10 cms- x in theeasternsectorduringtheexperi- Deep.
ment. The insensitivityof the 30% SMMR isoplethto winds
On June 30 the CV-580, CV-990, and B-17 imaged the
that would transportice to the south,exceptfor the extreme Molloy Deep area,and all threeoverlappingmesoscale
images
wind event of July 6 to 10, showsthat the warm water to the (Plate 1, Figure 3b, and Figure 3c) show ice structures associsouth preventsthe southerlytransport of ice in most cases.
ated with ocean eddies. An extended ice plume which was
advectedfrom the diffuseice pack by the cycloniccirculation
of an oceaneddy centeredat 79ø15'N,3øEis clearlyshownin
The Western Sector
both the SLAR and ESMR images.The ESMR image shows
Throughout the experiment,the ice morphologiesin the ice structures indicating smaller eddies centered at 79ø15'N,
westernsector (3øE to 8øW) and their responseto ocean and
løW and 78ø45'N, løW. All three of these ice-ocean eddies can
wind forceswere distinctlydifferentfrom thosein the eastern be seen in great detail in the photomosaic(Figure 6) of this

sector. Figure 10 gives the time seriesof the SMMR ice concentrations along the transect shown in the June 8 SMMR
map in Figure 1, as well as the wind stressfor this sector. In
the west, the distance between the 30% and 70% SMMR

area obtained from the CV-990. Becauseof the persistent
cloudiness
duringthe experiment,this wasthe only photomosaic obtained which covered the entire mesoscale area viewed

ice

by the microwavesensors.In the SAR image (Figure 3b), the
bands and plumes which existed south of the diffuse pack
appear to have been generatedby a fourth eddy which was
centerdjust out of the south image.
centrationalwaysexistedwithin 80 to 100 km of the ice edge.
The SAR image acquired during the light wind conditions
Another large-scale difference is that the entire western ice on July 5 (Figure 3d) of a part of the MIZ southwest of the
pack, the area having >50% SMMR ice concentrations, area coveredon June 30 showsthat a very diffuseice edge
underwent major changesin ice concentration.From the be- zone some 20-30 km wide and made up of small floes exginning of the experiment to June 28, the interior had ice
tendedalong the MIZ, and within this zone an eddy centered
concentrationsof 80%. From June28 to July 10, thesehigh at 78ø45'N, 2ø30'W created many plumes in a cyclonic rotaconentrationsdisappearedand then reappeared.
tion. In the southwestcorner of this map there are plumes
The wind forcing in the west differed from that in the east. associatedwith a second eddy which appears to have been
As Figures 9 and 10 show, the winds in the western sector centered at about 78øN, 4øW. A pair of visible and infrared
wereusuallymoreparallelto the iceedgeand not as strongas images acquired on July 4 from the NOAA AVHRR satellite
the winds in the eastern sector. However, these wind differ- (Plate 3), coveringa large MIZ area includingthat of the July
encesdo not explainthe differentlarge-scaleand mesoscale
ice 5 SAR image shows the ice structures and ocean thermal
morphologies which occurred in each sector: it is the differ- structures associated with five eddies. Those labeled 1 and 2
ence in ocean circulationthat is responsible.In the west the are the sameeddiesshownin the SAR image.
concentration isoplethswas typically twice that in the east.
Also, within 100 km of the ice edge,ice concentrationsof 90%
or more rarely occurred,whereasin the east this high con-

vigorousEastGreenlandCurrentflowssouthoverthe Molloy
Deep and along the continentalshelf break, rapidly trans-

Nearly overlappingSAR and SLAR imagesof the Molloy
Deep region, acquired on July 6 (Figures4a and 4b), show a
porting ice to the southwest.The various eddiesand meanders diffuseMIZ structurewith many bandsand plumesextending
that result from this closely coupled current-bathymetry 60 km from the pack. Where the imagesoverlap, the upper
systemdominatein determiningthe structuresand variations right of Figure 4a and the lower right of Figure 4b, nearly
of the ice morphologies.
This complexand rapidlyvarying identical morphologiesare seen.They result from an eddy
current system,describedby Johannessen
et al. [this issue], located just north of the Molloy Deep, which can be seenin
causesthe formation of equally complex and dynamic ice the NOAA AVHRR imageof July 4 (Plate 3).
structures,as will be shownin the followingdiscussion.
On July 7 the passageof a cycloneeast of SvalbardgenerUnfortunately, the typical size of the ocean eddies in the ated strong off-ice winds in the western sector that overMolloy Deep region(,-• 30 km) is the samesizeas the SMMR
whelmedthe mesoscale
oceanicforcing.This wasthe only day
footprint;thusthe individualeffectsof the eddycirculationon of the 11 days on which mesoscaleobservationsof the western
the mesoscale
ice morphologies
are visibleonly in the aircraft sectorwere acquired(June24 to July 16) that oceanforcesdid
images.Radiometricmappingof this area started on June 24 not dominatein determiningthe ice morphology.Thesewinds,
(Plate 2) with passivemicrowaveimagers.In the southwest the strongestduring the entire experiment,producedthe most
corner of this image there are ice plumesand bands ,-•60 km
linear MIZ and compact ice edge observedin the western
from the main pack,just eastof the Molloy Deep.The ESMR sectorduring the experiment(Figure 4c), and Johannessen
et
imageof June26 showssimilarstructures,
andthecomplexice al. [1983] reporteda similaroccurrence
in thisarea duringthe
structuresassociatedwith an eddy located near the Molloy NORSEX program. The mesoscale structure shows an ice
Deep centered at 79ø15'N, lø10'E, [Johannessenet al., this edge straightenedby a combinationof melting and the ice
issue]and the plumesand bandsobserved
in thisarea2 days shearof the ice transportparallel to the ice edge.Almost all of
earlierwerealsoassociated
with thiseddy.During thisperiod the eddy signatureswhich existed2 days earlier in the same
the winds were weak and variable, which allowed the ice to
area had disappeared,
exceptfor a semicircularice-freeregion
follow the ocean circulation.
whichboundsan eddyat 78ø40'N,2øW.From the centerpart
On June29 the CV-580 obtainedthe first mesoscale
high- of the map of the southwestcorner, wind and wave forces
resolutionradar image,coveringan area of the MIZ just formed long ice bandsalong the ice edgewith high ice connorth of the Molloy Deep(Figure3a) duringa periodof light centrations(,-•80%) and composedof small floes(10-500 m)
and variablewinds.Numerouslargepolynyasoccurredwithin with numerousice streamerstrailing from the edge. These
the pack, from which severallow ice concentrationplumes featuresmay indicatethe presenceof an ice edgejet, as was
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observed in this area by Johannessenet al. [1983] during
NORSEX. Roed and O'Brien [1983] predict a jet in these
conditions using a coupled ice-oceanmodel. The interior ice
pack also respondedto this wind event, the SMMR observations, Figures 2 and 10, show the reappearanceof 80 to 90%

and active microwave observations by microwave remote
sensingaircraft provide a unique history of the complex and
dynamic summerice morphology.The emphasisin the experiment design on microwave remote sensingwas well placed,
sincecloud cover over the MIZEX area was frequent.Indeed,
ice concentrations in the western sector.
on only 1 day of the 15 days flight operations occurred was
As the cyclone moved eastward, the winds diminished to the MIZEX area completelycloud free. The following are the
moderate levelsby July 9. The relaxation of the atmospheric key findingsof the analysisof this microwavedata setcoupled
forcing once again allowed the ocean circulation to determine with MIZEX wind and ocean observations:
the ice morphology.The mesoscaleimage of this day (Figure
1. The long (• 800 km) ice edge betweennorthwestSval4d) shows that the linear and compact ice edge of 2 days bard and central Greenland, which had meanders and eddies
earlier had rapidly diffused,and bands and plumes associated repeatedlyform, disappear,and reform along it, moved within
with eddiesappeared.
a narrow zone of 50-100 km, while behind this alternating
From July 10 until the end of the experiment,only light diffuseand compactedgethe ice pack underwentrapid, alteron-ice winds blew in the western sector (Figures 8 and 10). nating, and pronouncedvariations in ice concentrationover a
The SMMR data (Figures 2 and 10) and the SLAR mesoscale wide zone (• 200 km).
maps for July 11, 14, and 16 (Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c) show a
2. A comparisonof aircraft microwave and visual observapronounced and continuous decreasein ice concentration in tions with the SMMR ice concentration distributions indicates
both the MIZ and the interior ice pack associatedwith the that for the summer MIZ the 30% SMMR ice concentration
peak of the summer melt season.The mesoscalemorphologies isopleth correlatesbest with actual ice edge positionsfor difon all 3 days were clearly determined by the ocean circulation. fuse ice edges,whereascompact ice edge positions correlate
On July 14, many bands and plumes were advected cyclon- best within the 40-50% SMMR isopleths.
ically around an eddy centered at 78ø50'N, lø10'W. Ships,
3. The variations in mesoscaleice morphologiesin redirected to this eddy as a result of this image, mapped its sponseto wind and ocean forcing were distinctly different in
three-dimensional structure [Johannessenet al., this issue]. the easternand westernsectorsof the experiment.In the eastThe circulation around this eddy was sufficiently strong to ern sector, 3øE to 10øE, over the Yermak Plateau, the moradvectlarge multiyear floes out of the main pack to encircleit. phologieswere determinedby the wind. In the westernsector,
On July 16 this eddy was in the sameposition and had contin- 3øE to 8øW, which includesthe Molloy Deep, the Fram Strait,
ued to advectlarge amounts of ice around it. Tracking numer- and part of the Greenland continental shelf break, the morous identifiable ice floes in both the July 14 and 16 images phologieswere determinedby oceancurrent forcing,with the

yieldsmeanorbital speedsof about 30 cm s-•. From oceano- exception of July 7 when the strongest off-ice winds of the
graphic measurements,Johannessenet al. [this issue] found
that the orbital speedof the upper 50 m of this eddy was 30 to

40 cm s-•; thus the equal ice and currentspeedsshow that
ocean forcing determined thesemorphologies.
The above discussion shows that during MIZEX '84 the
mesoscalemorphologies in the western sectorwere determined
primarily by ocean circulation, with the one exceptionof July
7 when the strongestwinds of the experiment occurred.The
ocean forcesalso appear to be dominant in the determination
of the large-scalemorphologiesin this sector.Hiikkinen [1986,
1987] has modeled the Fram Strait-Greenland Sea area and
finds that the ice motion is governed by three principal components: (1) the East Greenland Current following the continental shelf break and the currents

associated with the eddies

generatednear the Molloy Deep, (2) local wind-generatedcurrents, and (3) the direct wind stress of the wind on the ice.
Hfikkinen

finds

that

the Coriolis

force

on the ice is small

compared with the forcesgiven above. During periods of very
low wind stress,such as those that existedduring MIZEX '84
on June 22, June 29, and July 5 (Figures 7 and 8), the model
predictsthat the ice will follow the externally generatedocean
flows, i.e., those in the Molloy Deep area and the East Greenland Current. Note that on each of these days, the large-scale
morphologies(Figures 1, 2, 7, and 8) show large protuberances
in the Molloy Deep area and along the irregular break of the
continental

shelf at about 77øN.
7.

SUMMARY

experimentdeterminedthe morphology.
4. The experimentalobjectiveof locatingand mappingiceocean eddies was achieved.Eddies or parts of eddies were
observedon 15 of the 18 aircraft mesoscalemicrowaveflights.
These eddies ranged in diameter from • 20 km to • 80 km.
The typical diameter of the eddieswas about 30 km.
5. The large-scale SMMR ice concentration distributions
and the microwavemesoscaleones agree closely.Along the
transectin the easternsector,the positionsof the SMMR and
aircraft microwave 50% ice concentration isopleths agree
within the range 8 km to 20 km.
6. In the eastern sector, the large-scaleice concentration
distributionsunderwentpronouncedvariationsin responseto
the winds, while the ice edge generally did not. With the exception of the period of intensemelt at the end of the experiment, off-ice winds caused a decrease in the ice concentration

gradients and on-ice winds caused an increase.The 30% concentration isopleth position varied only about 20 km in lati-

tude, exceptduring the extremeoff-ice winds of July 6-10 and
the following melt period.
7. Consideringthe highly dynamic nature of the MIZ ob-

servedin the sequence
of microwavemesoscale
maps,it appearsthat a time spanof 2 or more days betweensuchobservations will result in an undersamplingof the information
neededto developand test MIZ models.Repetitivemapping
of selectedareasat leastoncea day is recommended
for future
MIZ experiments.
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Plate 1 [Campbellet al.]. Mesoscalemicrowaveradiometricmapsmade from data obtainedwith the electrically
scanningmicrowaveradiometer(ESMR) on board the NASA CV-990 airbornelaboratoryfor June9 and 30, 1984.ESMR
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